
 ON TIPS
  NOTES

Note making is a skill that we use in many walks of life : at school, university and in the world 
of work. However, accurate note making requires a thorough understanding of concepts. We, at 
Oswaal, have tried to encapsulate all the chapters from the given syllabus into the following ON 
TIPS NOTES. These notes will not only facilitate better understanding of concepts, but will also 
ensure that each and every concept is taken up and every chapter is covered in totality. So go ahead 
and use these to your advantage Go get the OSWAAL ADVANTAGE!!

CHAPTER 1: Accounting for Bills of Exchange

		Bills of Exchange:  A Bill of Exchange can be defined as a Negotiable (exchangeable) Instrument, 
containing an unconditional order signed by the maker (drawer) directing a certain person (drawee) 
to pay a certain sum of money only to or to the order of a certain person or to the bearer of the 
Instrument.

		Features of Bill of Exchange:

  (i) A bill of exchange must be in written.

  (ii)  It must contain an order to pay a certain sum of money and should not be in the form of a 
request.

  (iii) The order should be an unconditional one with no condition for making payment.

  (iv)  It must be signed by the maker. A bill of exchange without the signature of the maker becomes 
invalid.

  (v) It must specify the definite amount to be paid.

  (vi) It must be accepted by the party to whom the order is made.

  (vii)  The amount must be payable to a person whose name is specified in the bill or to his order or to 
the bearer.

  (viii) A bill of exchange must be dated.

		Parties in the Bill of Exchange:

  (i)  Drawer: The drawer is the person or the party who draws the bill. He/She is the seller or creditor 
and has to receive the money from other person.

  (ii)  Drawee: The drawee is the person or the party on whom the bill is drawn. He/She is a debtor 
and he/she has to pay the amount to the drawer. Once he/she accepts the bill he/she becomes an 
‘Acceptor’.

  (iii)  Payee: The payee is the person or the party to whom the bill is made payable. If the bill is made 
payable to the drawer himself/herself, the drawer and the payee are the same person.

  Other important terms related to Bills:

  (i)  Term of the Bill: Term of the bill can be of any duration that normally does not exceed 90 days 
from the date of bill.

   	 Bill after sight: The term of such a bill starts from the date when the bill is accepted.

    Bill after date: The term of such a bill starts from the date of drawing the bill.

   	 	Bill at sight: In this case, no payment date is mentioned. Hence, it becomes payable on 
demand.
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  (ii)  Grace Days/Days of grace: While calculating the maturity date of any time bill, three extra days 
known as days of grace should be added to the specified period mentioned in the bill. For example, 
a bill drawn on 15th January, 2014 for two months will become due on 18th March, 2014.

  (iii)  Due Date: The date on which the bill is due for the payment is known as due date of that Bill.
  (iv) Maturity Date: The due date added with the days of grace is the maturity date.
  (v) Honour of the Bill: When the bill is paid on the due date, it is known as honour of the bill.
  (vi)  Dishonour of the Bill: When the bill is not paid on the due date, then, it is known as dishonour of 

the bill.
  (vii)  Acceptance of the Bill: When the drawee puts the signature on the bill, indicating his acceptance of 

liability and willingness to pay on the due date, then it is known as acceptance of the bill, and he/
she is known as the Acceptor.

  (viii)  Draft: Before the acceptance of the bill, it is known as draft.
  (ix)  Endorsement of Bill: A Bill of Exchange can be passed on to another person by Endorsement.
    Endorsement is a process by which a bill of exchange is made payable to any third person. 

For example, Gaurav draws a bill on Nitin. The amount of bill is generally payable to Gaurav. 
Suppose Gaurav wants to give this bill to his creditor Ahaan, Gaurav will endorse this bill 
in favour of Ahaan. As a result, Nitin will make payment to Ahaan. The primary liability for 
payment of the bill is that of the acceptor (Nitin). If he does not pay, the holder of a bill can 
recover the amount from any previous endorsers or drawer.

  (x)  Endorser: A person who transfers the ownership of the bill is known as endorser.
  (xi) Endorsee: A person to whom the bill has been transferred by the drawer is known as endorsee.
   He/she is usually the creditor of the drawer.
  (xii) Types of Bills: There are two types of bills:
   (a)  Inland Bill:  A bill which is drawn and made payable in the same country, is known as 

Inland bill.
   (b)  Foreign Bill: A bill which is drawn in one country and made payable in another country, is 

known as Foreign bill.
  (xiii)  Noting Charges: It is a fee charged by the Notary Public, in case of dishonour of Inland Bill. 

Notary Public is a government officer who is appointed to register the dishonoured bill. This 
amount is recoverable from the party that is responsible for the dishonour.

		Promissory Note: It is a financial instrument in writing (not being a bank note or a currency note) 
containing an unconditional undertaking signed by the maker to pay a certain sum of money only for the 
order of a certain person or to the bearer of the instrument.

CHAPTER 2: Trial Balance and Rectification of Errors

		Trial Balance: It is a statement showing the balance or total of debits and credits, of all the accounts in 
ledgers with a view to verify the arithmetical accuracy of the books of accounts.

		Objectives of Trial Balance: The main objectives of preparing the trial balance are:

  (i)  to ascertain the arithmetical accuracy of the amounts recorded and posted in the books of 
accounts.

  (ii)  to help in locating errors, and 

  (iii) to help in the preparation of the final accounts.

		Limitations of a Trial Balance: Though the agreement of a Trial Balance ensures arithmetical accuracy, 
there may still exist some errors that go undetected. Following are some examples of such errors:

  (a) Transactions that are completely omitted cannot be found out
  (b) Wrong amount written on both sides of a Trial Balance
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  (c) Entry made in the wrong account
  (d) Posting a complete entry more than once.
		Preparation of Trial Balance:
  Balance Method: In this method, the trial balance has three columns. The first column is for the head of 

the account, the second column for writing the debit balance and the third for the credit balance of each 
account in the ledger.

  Every ledger account is balanced and the balance is carried forward to the Trial Balance. It is commonly 
used and helps in the preparation of financial statements.

		Various Types of Errors:

  (i)  Errors of Commission: Errors caused due to wrong recording of a transaction, wrong totalling/
casting, wrong balancing, etc.

  (ii)  Errors of Omission: Errors caused due to omission of recording a transaction entirely or partly in 
the books of account.

  (iii)  Errors of Principle: Errors which take place due to the wrong classification of capital and revenue 
nature of the items are called errors of principle.

  (iv)  Compensating Errors: Two or more errors committed in such a way that they nullify the effect of 
each other on the debit and credit.

		Rectification of Errors: Errors affecting only one account can be rectified by giving an explanatory 
note or by passing a journal entry. Errors which affect two or more accounts are rectified by passing a 
journal entry.

		Suspense Account: Suspense account is an account in which the difference in the trial balance is put till 
such time that errors are located and rectified.

CHAPTER 3: Financial  Statements

		Financial Statements: Financial statements are the reports prepared to present a periodical review of 
financial performance and the financial position of a business enterprise.

		Income Statement:  Income statement is a statement showing true and fair view of the operating 
performance of the enterprise.

		Gross Profit: Gross profit is excess of sales over the cost of goods sold.

		Gross Loss: Gross loss is excess of cost of goods sold over the sales.

		Cost of Goods Sold: Cost of goods sold means the cost directly related to manufacturing goods.
		Direct Expenses: Direct expenses are those expenses which are directly attributable to the purchase of 

goods and bringing the goods in saleable condition.
		Profit & Loss Account: Profit & Loss Account is that account which is prepared to determine the net 

income of the enterprise for a particular accounting period.
		Net Profit: Net profit is excess of gross profit and non-operating revenues over indirect expenses and 

non-operating expenses.
		Net Loss: Net loss is excess of indirect expenses and non-operating expenses over gross profit and 

indirect revenues.
		Operating Profit: Operating profit may be defined as the profit earned through the normal operations 

and activities of the business.
		Balance Sheet: Balance Sheet may be defined as a statement depicting the exact financial position of the 

business on a particular period of time.
		Fixed Assets: These assets are purchased for the purpose of operating the business and not for resale as 

these are required in the business for longer time period. Examples of these assets are land, building, plant 
and machinery, furniture, etc.

		Current Assets: Current assets are kept for short-term and are required for day-to-day business 
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activities. Stock of raw material, semi-finished goods and finished goods, debtors, bills receivables, bank 
balance, etc., are some of the examples of current assets.

		Tangible Assets: Tangible assets refer to those assets which can be seen and touched such as land and 
building, machinery, furniture, office equipment and motor vehicle, etc.

		Intangible Assets: Intangible assets are those assets which have no physical existence, but can be sold 
and purchased. For example, Goodwill, Patents, Copyrights and Trademarks, etc.

		Investments:  Investments mean placing or spending money on something with the objective of 
earning profit from it. Amount invested in the business is known as capital.

		Fixed or long-term Liabilities: These liabilities are payable after a long period, normally more than one 
accounting cycle. For example, long-term loans, mortgage loan, debentures, etc.

		Current Liabilities: These are obligations to be met in near future (generally within one accounting 
cycle). For example, creditors, outstanding expenses, bank overdraft, bills payable, short-term loans, 
etc.

		Contingent Liabilities: Contingent liabilities are not the real liabilities of the business at present but 
may become real liabilities after sometime on happening of certain contingency. If that contingency 
happens, a liability will come into being, otherwise not. Such possible liabilities are termed as 
‘Contingent Liabilities’.

		Marshalling of Assets and Liabilities: The arrangement of assets and liabilities in Balance Sheet in a 
systematic way is known as Marshalling of Balance Sheet.

CHAPTER 4: Final Accounts with Adjustments

		Adjusting entries: For the preparation of financial statements, it is necessary that all the adjustments 
arising out of the accrual basis of accounting are made at the end of the accounting period. Another 
important consideration in the preparation of final accounts with adjustments is the distinction between 
capital and revenue items. Entries which are recorded to give effect to these adjustments are known as 
adjusting entries.

		Outstanding Expenses: At the end of the accounting period, sometimes a business enterprise is left 
with some unpaid expenses due to one reason or another. Such expenses are termed as outstanding 
expenses and should be added to the relevant expense in the Trading A/c or Profit & Loss Account and 
shown on the liabilities side on the Balance Sheet as outstanding expense.

		Prepaid Expenses: At the end of the accounting year, if it is found that the benefits of some expenses 
have not been fully received or a portion of total benefits would be received in the next accounting year. 
That portion of the expense, the benefit of which will be received during the next accounting period 
is known as ‘prepaid expenses’ and should be deducted from the relevant expense in the Trading A/c or 
Profit & Loss Account and shown on the assets side of the Balance Sheet.

		Advance Income: These are certain incomes received by a business enterprise but whole amount does 
not belong to the current period. Such portion of income which belongs to the next accounting period is 
income received in advance and is known as “unearned income”. This is to be deducted from the relevant 
income in the Profit & Loss Account and shown on the liabilities side of the Balance Sheet.

		Accrued Income: This refers to the income that has fallen due till the end of the accounting year, but has 
not yet been received. It is added to the relevant income in the Profit & Loss Account and shown on the 
assets side of the Balance Sheet.

		Depreciation: Depreciation is the decline in the value of an asset, on account of wear and tear or 
passage of time. It actually amounts to writing-off a portion of the cost of an asset which has been used 
in the business for earning profits. In the Balance Sheet, the asset is shown at cost minus the amount of 
depreciation.

		Provisions for Bad and Doubtful Debts: It is a normal feature of business operations that some debtors 
prove irrecoverable. This means that the amount to be realised from these becomes bad. An estimate is 
made for the amount that may not be recovered.
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CHAPTER 5: Incomplete Records (Single Entry System)

		Meaning: As the name indicates, under the ‘Single entry system’ of Book-Keeping, both aspects of 
every transaction are not recorded, the personal accounts of the debtors and creditors are maintained 
real and nominal accounts are not maintained.

		Features or Characteristics of Single Entry System:
(i) Maintenance of personal accounts only (ii) Maintenance of cash book
(iii) Dependence on original vouchers (iv) Incomplete records
(v) Limited use (vi) Lack of uniformity

  (vii) Helpful in Preparation of final accounts.
		Advantages of Single Entry System:

(i) Simple (ii) Economical
(iii) Economy of time (iv) Easy to calculate profit or loss
(v) Flexible (vi) Suitable for small firms

		Disadvantages of Double Entry System:
(i) Incomplete and unscientific method (ii) Trial balance is not prepared
(iii) Unacceptable to tax authorities (iv) No internal check
(v) No knowledge of financial position (vi) Difficulty in obtaining loans

		Calculations under Net Worth Method:

Formula of Opening Capital

Capital at the end of the year ............................

Add: Drawings during the year ............................

Less: Additional Capital introduced during the year ............................

Less: Profit of the year ............................

...................................

=  Opening Capital xxxxxx

 Formula of Profit

Capital at the end of the year .........................................

Add: Drawings during the year .........................................

Less: Capital in beginning of the year .........................................

Less: Additional capital invested .........................................

Profit of the year .........................................

OR

The entire process discussed as above may be use in the form of a formula as follows,  
Profit = Closing capital + Drawings – Additional capital – Opening capital

CHAPTER 6: Computers in Accounting

		Meaning of a Computer: Computer is an electronic device capable of performing variety of operations as 
desired by a set of instructions. Elements of a Computer System are:
(i) Hardware (ii) Software
(iii) User (iv) Procedure
(v) Data (vi) Connectivity.

		Capabilities of Computer:
(i) Speed (ii) Accuracy
(iii) Reliability (iv) Versatility
(v) Storage.
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		Limitations of a Computer System:
(i) Lack of common sense (ii) Zero IQ
(iii) Lack of Decision making.

		Components of Computer:
(i) Input unit (ii) Central Processing Unit (CPU)
(iii) Output Unit.

		Need of Computers in Accounting: The advent of globalization has resulted in the rise in business 
operations. Consequently, every medium and large- sized organization requires a well-established 
information system in order to generate information required for decision-making and achieving 
the organisational objectives. This has made information technology to play a vital role in supporting 
business operations.

		MIS and Accounting Information System: A management information system provides information 
necessary to take decisions and manage an organization effectively. Accounting information system on 
the other hand, identifies, collects, processes and communicates economic information about an entity 
to a wide variety of users.
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